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This unique guide to Plone covers everything from installing Plone (on Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux) to writing code for the system. As part of the Apress library of Python programming and content management tools, The Definitive Guide to Plone is authored by a member of Plone's core development team, Andy McKay.

He emphasizes the customization of Plone and shows how to fully integrate Plone into an existing website and application. If you want to adopt Plone for some or all of its features, read this invaluable reference and start learning right away!
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Blogging to Drive Business: Create and Maintain Valuable Customer ConnectionsQue, 2010
Use Blogging to Supercharge Sales, Customer Loyalty, Innovation, and Profits

 

Blogging can help you deepen customer loyalty, reach new customers, gain indispensable feedback, and drive more sales. This no-nonsense guide...
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Intermediate PerlO'Reilly, 2006
Over a decade ago (nearly eternity in Internet Time), Randal Schwartz wrote the first edition of Learning Perl. In the intervening years, Perl itself has grown substantially from a "cool" scripting language used primarily by Unix system administrators to a robust object-oriented...
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Color Atlas of Melanocytic Lesions of the SkinSpringer, 2007

	As essential a text for GPs as for dermatologists, this book is an atlas-like representation of the various forms of melanocytic skin lesions associated with cutaneous melanomas and other pigmented skin tumors. It is a comprehensive and up-to-date text on the practical issues surrounding the management of individuals with these lesions. It...
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Official Introduction to the Itil Service Lifecycle (Official Introduction)Stationery Office, 2007
This book is dedicated to the people who practise IT service management. Through their knowledge and experiences we have shaped the present and can see further toward the future along our journey to service excellence.

Over the past two decades the world of IT has changed dramatically. The IT Infrastructure Library framework has grown...
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Practical Machine LearningPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		Fully-coded working examples using a wide range of machine learning libraries and tools, including Python, R, Julia, and Spark
	
		Comprehensive practical solutions taking you into the future of machine learning
	
		Go a step further and integrate your machine learning projects with...
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Logical Foundations for Rule-Based Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006

	Thinking in terms of facts and rules is perhaps one of the most common
	ways of approaching problem definition and problem solving both in everyday
	life and under more formal circumstances. The best known set of rules, the
	Ten Commandments have been accompanying us since the times of Moses;
	the Decalogue proved to be simple but...
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